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REPLACING A BONDED TITANIUM FEMALE
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify the attachment as an M2 or M3 attachment (see INFO 062 and INFO 070).
Use a sharp (new) cylindrical burr to cut out the female.
Cut in circular movements, holding the burr parallel to the female wall.
When the metal is cut through, the light grey CEKA SITE material appears. Now also
remove the remaining CEKA SITE with a cylindrical diamond burr.
5. Do not damage the upper edge of the cast part of the post-coping.
6. The cavity in the post-coping must remain cylindrical.
7. With M2 or M3 attachments, the following parts are assembled:
M2: RE H 14 (accessory) + RE 0031 (spring pin) + RE 0096 (space maintainer)
+ RE 4500 TI (titanium female);
M3: H 14 (accessory) + 694 C (spring pin) + 694 B (space maintainer) + 694 TI (titanium
female).
8. Check the assembled parts to be sure the female fits fully into the cavity and make any
necessary corrections.
9. Clean the cavity and the outside of the titanium female.
10. Mix a small amount of CEKA SITE, place it in the cavity, and press the female with the
assembled parts into the cavity (see INFO 074).
11. Do not move these parts during the entire setting time (10 minutes).
12. Remove the accessories with the spring pin and the excess CEKA SITE bonding
composite.

Side effects, warnings and precautions

The attachments are intended for single use.

The products are non-sterile.

There is a risk of poor fit when patient conditions change.

Bacterial adhesion can be avoided by applying hygiene measures.

Inappropriate use or bad manufacturing can lead to premature wear of the attachments.

The functionality of the attachments will be adversely affected by traumas such as grinding
and bruxism.

For the purpose of traceability we advise you to record the lot number of the applied
products in the patient file.

Do not heat items containing titanium.

Do not use items containing nickel in case of nickel allergy.

The accessories RE H 79 and H 35 must be used outside the mouth.
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